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What is a Cleanroom?

ch

An environment where airborne particulates are controlled through an exchange of
highly filtered air, and through minimization of activities that generate particles.
Typically involves the use of specialized flooring, walls and furniture, as well as
dedicated air handling and filtration systems.
Purpose: to minimize contamination of samples and increase accuracy of the results,
allowing the analysis of elemental abundances as low as 25 nanograms.
A nanogram is a billionth of a gram.
(If you could divide a paperclip into a billion pieces, one piece would weigh a nanogram!)

Where does contamination come from?

Cleanroom Classifications

Everywhere! Contamination, in the form of small particles, can be

Cleanrooms should be carefully
tested and certified on an annual
basis.

introduced from the air supply, brought in by people, as well as
generated from people, equipment, materials, and activities within
the cleanroom.
Shhhhh!!!
Talking can contaminate very low-level samples.
Your saliva can contain numerous elements
including Ba, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb.

Did you know?
Regular household dust can contain more
than 50 ppm of Al, Ba, Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb,
Mg, Mn, Ni, P, K, Na, Sr, Sn, and Zn.

PCIGR Certifications:
- Hoods: Class 100
- Chemistry labs: Class 1,000
- Instrument labs: Class 10,000

Class 100 laminar flow hood

The hoods in the PCIGR cleanlabs are Class 100. This means that
the maximum number of particles (0.5 microns and greater) allowed
per cubic foot of air space is 100.
Compare that to typical office building air, which contains
500,000 to 1,000,000 particles of this size per cubic foot!

These amounts are enough to significantly alter the
natural abundances found in many geological samples.

Note: we are talking about really small particles - a 0.5 micron
particle is ~200 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair!

Gowning Protocol

How do you clean the air?

To reduce contamination (and for your own safety), a strict gowning
protocol must be followed when entering a cleanroom. In the
PCIGR chemistry labs you must wear:

The air entering a cleanroom from outside is filtered through high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to exclude dust, pollen,
mould, and any other airborne particles. The air inside is constantly
recirculated though these filters to remove internally generated
contaminants.

hood

glasses
full body suit

gloves

This type of air filter can trap over 99.97% of airborne particles of all
sizes.
outside air

booties
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HEPA filter

Cell phones, watches, jewelery, and cosmetics can contain high
concentrations of an assortment of elements and cannot be worn or
brought into a cleanroom.

Cleanrooms are kept at a higher air pressure so that if there are any
leaks, air flows out of the labs instead of allowing unfiltered air in.

